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IS CAA UNCONSTITUTIONAL? 
-KSHITIJ CHANDRA PANDEY1 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this research paper researcher has mainly focused on the constitutional validity of Citizenship 

Amendment Act and the politics of north east India. Is only the CAA (2019) only reason 

for protest by minority community in the country or there any internal politics involved in, 

Citizenship Amendment Act was introduced on 9th  December in Upper House and on 10th 

in Lower House and was passed with majority of 311 member supporting it. The main content 

of CAA is to give Citizenship to the citizen of the country of Afghanistan, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh till here it was OK but the problem of this bill was that it gave citizenship to 6 

main religious group excluding Muslims, the government gave the theory that as this three 

countries are Islamic Republics so there Muslims cannot be treated badly and their religious 

practices can’t be threatened, but this provision of the Act acted as a fuel against the government 

of India, the minority of India understood the Act wrongfully and assumed that government is 

planning to throw them out of the country, which gave rise to number of violent protest in 

Delhi, Assam and other states. Delhi faced the biggest riot since 1984, number of vehicles was 

burned, thousands of people were injured and many more died, the protestors blocked the roads 

in Delhi (Saheen Bagh etc) critics put forward Article 14 and declared CAA unconstitutional 

and also said that the CAA is against the basic structure of the Constitution i.e., Secularism, 

as per government report only 31,320 people will be benefited from this CAA so, the big 

question arises here that was this bill necessary and excluding Muslims from this bill is it 

attack on India’s Secular structure. When we compare the Protest of Delhi and Assam closely 

we will find that the both protest were same and began due to same CAA bill but the motive 

of the protest was totally different from each other Assamese protested for their culture keeping 

on ground the Assam Accord signed between Rajiv Gandhi and All Assam Student Union 

(AASU) in 1984. So in this research paper researcher has tried to find out the constitutional 

validity of CAA and the Politics of Assam Protest. 

 

Keywords:- Citizenship, Protest, Riots, Protest, Assam Accord 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Indian Constitution was implemented in 1950 guaranteed citizenship to all 

of its citizens at the commencement of the constitution, and made no 

distinction on the basis of religion.2 The citizenship bill was introduced in India 

in the Year 1955 which gave the citizenship by two means i.e., by living in India 

for 7 years or by naturalization i.e., by living for 12 years. But due to AASU 

moment in 1980 in Assam made the government to amend the bill and 

introduce the first Amendment in the citizenship bill, it came into force after 

the Assam Accord signed in 1985 which was done to safeguard the culture and 

tradition of the people of the State of Assam. 

 

The citizenship bill was further amended in 1992, 2003, 2005 and 2015. The 

Citizenship Amended Act 2003 was introduced by Hindu Nationalist BJP Party, 

this bill added a position for illegal immigrants who entered India with valid 

documents and were treated badly and harassed in any of the neighboring 

country, it added that they too can apply for the citizenship of the country and 

who entered without document would be deported or will be sent to jail. The 

2003 Amendment also mandated the government of Republic of India to 

introduce the National Register of Citizens (NRC) which would help the 

government to find out who is resident and who is not. The NRC was also 

suggested by Hon’ble Supreme Court in the historical judgment of Sarbanand 

Sonewal v. Union of India (2003). 

 

As per reports in 2001 there were 15 Million illegal immigrant were there in 

India, one more report was presented in 2004 which says there were 12 Million 

illegal immigrant. But at larger estimate there are 5-15 million Illegal Immigrant 

in India who does not have any identification in India but are living in India 

they are the people who were ill-treated in their respective countries and feeling 

danger to their religion they came to India, they were living here without 

identification and that is why they were not getting benefit of Government Jobs 

																																																								
2 Thakur, Apurva (31st March 2018), “Why the Citizenship Amendment Bill goes against the Basic Tenents of the 
Constitution.” EPW Engage, 53(13), pp.7-8, archived from the original on 18 December 2019. 
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and Welfare schemes because of which the crime rate in the cities which have 

high number of migrants have high crime rate as they have no other mean to 

earn their livelihood.  

 

The main motive of this bill i.e, CAA is to give identification to the migrants 

who are there in India before 2014 and have come to India in order to protect 

themselves from the extremists group there in Pakistan, Afghanistan and 

Bangladesh. This bill aims at providing better life to the migrants who are living 

there in India and came to India before 2014. This would surely decrease the 

pressure on the borders, through which we may decrease the threat of national 

security. CAA also helps to hunt the best talent among the youngsters among 

the refugees. We can take the example of USA were the majority of Olympic 

medals are brought to USA by the refuges who got USA citizenship. 

 

This Citizenship Amendment Act have no effect on the citizens who are living 

in India or are already citizens of India, it only has effect on the residents of 

Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh that to on the refuges and migrants who 

have migrated to India due to religious violence done on them in their respective 

country and came to India before January 2015. 

 

Seeing the nationwide protest on this issue, researcher has tried to bring out 

facts through this research paper researcher has tried to bring out the fact on 

this issue, researcher has also tried to prove the legality of Article 14, Article 15 

and Article 21 in this regard. 

 

CITIZENSHIP AMENDEMENT ACT 2019 

 

The citizenship bill was first introduced in the Parliament of India in the year 

2016 by amending the Citizenship Act 1955, but was not successful to be passed 

by majority and later was send to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, whose 

report was later submitted in January 2019 and was presented in Lok Sabha in 

Jan. 2019 but was lapsed because of dissolution of the House and 16th Lok 

Sabha. This Bill was later introduced by the New Home Minister Mr. Amit Shah 
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and was later passed by the Rajya Sabha later in Lok Sabha in December 2019. 

The main intention of this bill was to give citizenship to the people who came 

to India before 31st December 2014 from Pakistan, Afghanistan and 

Bangladesh as a refuge as they suffered harsh behaviour in their respective 

countries and they found them and their family lives at danger in that country. 

As per the Section 2 of the bill only those citizens who are either; Hindu, Sikh, 

Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or Christian3 can get the citizenship through this bill they 

will not be treated as illegal migrants further because of this bill. The 

amendment bill further provides that the citizenship bill will provide the 

citizenship to such a person through naturalization after 6 years of continued 

residence here in India. 

 

Before continuing further we need to understand what the citizenship is and 

how one can acquire Indian Citizenship. Citizenship defines the relationship of 

any person with the particular country and nation. It confers upon an individual 

certain rights which they have which is being provided by any country to its 

citizens, some of the right which include right to vote and right to hold certain 

public offices, in return of some fundamental duties which the citizens of that 

country need to perform. When it comes to the Indian Citizenship, the 

Constitution of Republic of India provides single citizenship for the people of 

India no issue to which State he/she belongs too. Under Article 11 of Indian 

Constitution, parliament has total power to regulate the law regarding 

citizenship and same was done in the year 1955 when for the first time 

Citizenship Act was introduced and passed. Entry 17, List 1 under the Seventh 

Schedule speaks about the citizenship, naturalization and the aliens.  

 

Until the Year 1987, to be eligible for Indian citizenship, it was sufficient for a 

person born in India to be citizen of India, but after then spurred by the major 

of illegal immigrant from Bangladesh, this lead to first amendment of 

Citizenship Bill and made that one parent should be Indian. Again in the year 

																																																								
3 Section 2, Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. 
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2004, the law was further amended to prescribe that not just one parent to be 

Indian; but the other should not be illegal immigrant.  

 

ILLEGAL MIGRANTS 

 

Now the main question arises who is illegal migrant in India? So, there is law 

related to it. Under the Act, an illegal migrant is a foreigner who has entered 

into Indian Ground without valid Passport or Visa or the one who have entered 

into India with valid Passport and Visa but has stayed beyond the permitted 

time period. Illegal Migrants are sending to the jail or are sending back to their 

nation under the Foreigners Act, 1946 and the Passport Act, 1920. 

 

The scenario before the passing of the Act; under the existing law the illegal 

migrant is not allowed to apply for acquiring the citizenship. They were barred 

from becoming the citizen of India through registration or naturalization. The 

Foreigners Act and the Passport Act debar such a person and provides jail or 

deportation of such people. As per Section 5 (a) of Citizenship Bill 1955 A 

person of Indian origin who is ordinarily resident in India for Seven Years 

before making an application for the registration; and they should have stayed 

into the country for last 7 years and 12 Months continuously before applying 

for the citizenship of the Republic of India.  

 

What the Act intends to do? The new CAA 2019 act makes few changes in 

old Citizenship Act and the passport act and the foreigners Act if the illegal 

migrants belongs to the religious minority communities from the three 

neighboring countries i.e., Afghanistan, Pakistan and Bangladesh. In simple 

terms we can say that CAA will grant citizenship to the illegal migrants who are 

non-Muslims despite them having come to India without valid documents and 

the permission.  

 

There are certain exceptions which are provided to the people under this act, 

these exceptions are mainly for the some tribal groups of North-East India. This 

Act adds that the provisions on the citizenship for illegal migrants would not be 
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applicable on the citizens of, which mainly includes the tribal groups of the areas 

such as Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Tripura as it is included in the sixth 

schedule of the Constitution of India, these tribal areas mainly includes the 

Karbi Anglong (Assam), Garo Hills (Meghalaya), Chakma District (Mizoram) 

and Tripura Tribal Areas District.4 5This act also has the provision that it would 

not apply on the areas of Inner Line Permit as Bengal Eastern Frontier 

Regulation, 1873.6 

 

Whether or Not the fundamental rights of any section is being violated by the 

Act and whether or not the government failed any constitutional directives? 

 

The main criticism of this Act is that this Act violates the Fundamental 

Directives of the Constitution and it specifically targets the Muslims of the 

country. Thus by reading the Act once anyone of use can classify that this Act 

don’t discriminate the Muslims of the Country, nor does it violate the secular 

system of the country. This bill only discriminates the Shia, Balochi and 

Ahamadies Muslims in Pakistan and Hazaras in Bangladesh who also face the 

prosecution in country and but are debarred from applying to the citizenship.7 

The key arguments which the people raise against this Act is that it does not 

allow the citizenship for those who are prosecuted in Myanmar and Sri Lanka, 

who are mainly Rohingiya Muslims and the Tamils from Sri Lanka, neither does 

it allow the citizens who are Muslims from the three specified countries.  

 

Does the Bill Violate Article 14 of Indian Constitution?  

 

A constitutional bench of the Supreme Court of India has declared in no 

uncertain terms that equality is a basic feature of the Indian Constitution and 

although the main focus in the previous decision which evolved against the 

discrimination and classification, the area of diameter of Article 14 got expanded 

conceptually and has been recognized the principle to comprehend the doctrine 

																																																								
4 https://byjus.com/free-ias-preparation/citizenship-amendement -bill-2019/  
5https://www.deccanherald.com/national/citizenship-amendment-bill-all-you-need-to-know-784514.html  
6 Regulation 5 of 1873 
7 https://byjus.com/free-ias-preparation/citizenship-amendement -bill-2019/  
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of promissory estoppel, compliance with the rules and the regulations of natural 

justice irrationality and etc.8 

 

The main objective of the Article 14 is to treat all the citizens of India similar in 

all circumstances alike, both in privileges conferred and the liabilities which are 

imposed. Classification made should not be arbitrary but must be rational, that 

is it should not be only based on the some quantities or characteristics which 

are found in the entire person who are grouped together and not in others who 

are being left out, but those quantities and characteristics must have responsible 

relation to object of legislations.9 If there are no affections of the vested right 

then the question of applicability of Article 14 of Indian Constitution would not 

arise.10 Equal pattern of right and equal rights in the front of Court of Law is 

the main feature which is guaranteed by the Article 14 of the Constitution. 

Equals cannot be treated as unequal in front of law, such equality before the law 

cannot be denied by any other new law without any valid classification.11 

 

As we have read in this Article 14, that there would be equal protection of Indian 

Citizens before the law without any discrimination among them. So, many 

critics put forward their theory on the same saying, that it violates Article 14 of 

the constitution they say that, the CAA is the teeth of the Article 14, they say 

that this Act not only demands reasonable classification and rational and just 

objects to achieve for any classification to be valid but also requires every such 

classification to be non-arbitrary. They also say that this act distinguishes the 

people based on their religion which is not permissible under the Article 14. 

But the people who support the CAA put forward their theory saying that this 

Act does not violates the Article 14, because Article 14 speaks about and 

guarantees the equal right to all the people who are residing on India, this act 

has nothing to do with the people of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh 

because these countries are different sovereigns and Indian Constitution would, 

not be applicable to the citizens of these countries, they also say that this 

																																																								
8 M Nagaraj v. UOI, (2006) 8 SCC 212 : AIR 2007 SC 71 
9 Vikram Cement v. State of Madhya Pradesh,(2015) 11 SCC 708 : 2015(4) SCALE 533.  
10 State of Kerala v. People Union of Civil Liberties, Kerala State Unit, (2009) 8 SCC 46 at page 90 : (2009) 9 JT 579. 
11 Virendra Krishna Mishra v. Union of India, (2015) 2 SCC 712 : 2015 (1) SCT 1 (SC) 
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Citizenship Amendment Act 2019, gives the citizen to the people of these three 

countries which are mentioned above, it has nothing to do with the people of 

India, nor it gives or takes the citizenship of the people who are already the 

citizen of India. In short we can that the justiciability of citizenship or laws that 

regulate the entry or exists of the foreign citizens is often treated as a sovereign 

space and where the court of any country can’t intervene and can’t interfere in 

this matter.  

 

The Supreme Court of United State of America upheld the travel ban from the 

entries of the Muslims in United States from some of the Muslim countries 

“fundamental sovereign attribute exercised by the government’s political 

departments largely immune from the judicial control.”12   

 

When it comes to India, the Indian Court has generally followed the similar 

reasoning. The Madras High court in a case held that the right of the union to 

refuse the citizenship is absolute and not fettered by equal protection under the 

Article 14 of Indian Constitution.13  Similarly in one more case the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India held that the right of a foreigner in India is confined to 

Article 21 and he would not be confined to Article 21 and he cannot seek 

citizenship as a matter of right, because the constitution of India is applicable 

for Indian Citizens not for the Citizens of another country.14 

 

Is CAA violates Article 15? Article 15(1) prohibits the law from discriminating 

people based on the Caste, sex, region and religion. In one of the decision the 

Supreme Court of India has observed that, Article 15 (1) prohibits the people from 

discriminating the people based on their caste or identities so as to foster the national identity 

which does not allow the pluralism of the Indian Culture instead to protect it.15 

We may add to it by saying that Article 15(1) is the extension of Article 14 of 

Indian Constitution. Just as the classification in Article 15 is same as Article 14 

as well. The combined effect of the Article 14 and Article 15(1) is that the state 

																																																								
12 Donald Trump v. Hawaii No. 17-965, 585 U.S. (2018). 
13 David John Hopkins v. Union of India (1997). 
14 Louis De Raedt v. Union of India (1991). 
15 Valsamma Paul v. Cochin University, AIR 1996 SC 1011 at 1019; (1996) 3 SCC 545. 
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cannot pass something which discriminate people based on caste, religion etc, 

but if it does pass any law which is unequal; the inequality should be based on 

the some substantive ground.16   

 

The critics put forward that this Act violates the Article 15 of Indian 

Constitution and discriminates the people based on their Religion, i.e., only non-

Muslims are allowed to take the citizenship under this Act. But as it is mentioned 

in the Article 15(1) that if discrimination is done it should be done on the 

substantive ground. In this Act, first of all discrimination is not done to the 

citizen of India, but this act is for the citizen of three Islamic Countries Pakistan, 

Bangladesh and Afghanistan. So, this Act doesn’t discriminate based on the 

religion and also it is limited to the citizen of India not to the citizen of different 

countries. 

 

. The Madras High court in a case held that the right of the union to refuse the 

citizenship is absolute and not fettered by equal protection under the Article 14 

of Indian Constitution.17  Similarly in one more case the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

of India held that the right of a foreigner in India is confined to Article 21 and 

he would not be confined to Article 21 and he cannot seek citizenship as a 

matter of right, because the constitution of India is applicable for Indian 

Citizens not for the Citizens of another country.18 

 

Why North East is objecting to CAA?  

 

In the state of North-East India, the scale of protest is very harsh and violate, 

the prospect of the citizenship bill is massive for the number of migrant who 

illegally entered India from Bangladesh has trigged deep anxieties, including fear 

of demographic change, loss of livelihood, job opportunities, and erosion of the 

indigenous culture of the people. This Act also seems to violate the Assam 

Accord, both in the letter as well as in spirit.  

																																																								
16 Narasappa v. Shaik Hazrat, AIR 1960 Mys 59.  
17David John Hopkins v. Union of India (1997).  
18Louis De Raedt v. Union of India (1991).  
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The Assam Accord was signed between the then Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv 

Gandhi and All Assam Student Union (AASU), in which the date of March, 24 

1971 was fixed as a cutoff date for the foreign immigrants. Those illegally 

entered into Assam and other North-Eastern States after this Date will be 

detected and will be send back to their respective countries irrespective to which 

religion they belong too.19 The CAA removes the cutoff date of 1971 and put 

forward the new cutoff date of 31st December 2014, something which is not 

acceptable to the Assamese speaking population of Assam, who always insist to 

remove the illegal migrants so that their culture can be safeguarded. Not only is 

the culture but there also the economic culture behind the protest in North-

East. If the thousands of people from Bangladesh settle in Assam legally the 

principle of first economic pressure will move to the limited resources present. 

Also since they will be legitimate citizens there will also be more people joining 

the queue of job hopefuls that can potentially lower opportunities for the 

ingenious and the locals. This CAA also boils down the political rights of the 

people staying in the Assam. It is common behalf of the people staying in Assam 

that if these illegal migrates become the legal citizen of the Assam then the votes 

of native would be not that strong and the votes of these new citizens would 

determine the future of the State which they can’t accept.  

 

But as the government of India and the Hon’ble Home Minister’s speech in Lok 

Sabha he stated that, this Citizenship Bill does not dilute the sanctity of the 

Assam Accord as far as the cut-off date is concerned of 1971 in the Accord 

stipulate for the detection/deportation of the migrants is concerned. 

Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 is non-Assam centric it is applicable to whole 

of India. CAA is definitely not against the National Register of Citizen (NRC) 

which the Assam People Demanded for which is updated to protect to protect 

indigenous communities from illegal immigrants. Also this Act is not applicable 

to the areas of Inner Line Permit i.e, areas were tribal people are at majority in 

the North-East.  

																																																								
19 Sarbanand Sonwal v. Union of India (2003)  
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Is Citizenship Amendment Act against Muslims?  

 

The Ahmendiyas and Rohingiyas can still seek the citizenship of India under the 

old law which prevailed earlier they are not barred against taking the citizenship 

of India; they can seek the citizenship through naturalization. Until and unless 

India follows the Principle of Non-Refoulment, any refuge would not be pushed 

back no matter of which religion they belong too. Of a Shia Muslim is facing 

any discrimination anywhere they still can make into India and seek for its 

Citizenship if they fulfill all the needs as per Citizenship Act of 1955, they can 

become citizen of India, with regard to the Balochi Population of Baluchistan, 

Pakistan. Baluchistan has long struggle history of Independence from Pakistan, 

but inviting Baloch for citizenship would be same as interfering in the internal 

matter of Pakistan which is not favorable for India’s International Image. There 

is no discrimination with the Muslims residing and also for those who want 

Indian Citizenship they can get Indian Citizenship same as how Adnan Sami got 

citizenship who was Pakistani and was residing in India and got Indian 

Citizenship.   

 

It is important to note down that even the minorities can’t get the direct 

citizenship of the country. They would need to fulfill the conditions which are 

specified under third schedule of Citizenship Act 1955, like good character and 

physical residence in India.20 

 

Also Harish Salve, one of India’s biggest national and international lawyer, has 

stated that the Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 is not anti-Muslim, Salve 

stated that the countries specified in the CAA have their own state religion and 

Islamic rules. He added that Islamic majority nations identify their people as per 

who follows Islam and who does not. Addressing governance problems in 

neighboring countries is not the purpose of the CAA. Over the issue of 

Rohingyas, Salve stated that a law that addresses one evil does not need to 

																																																								
20 Indian Citizenship Act, 1955.  
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address all the evils in all countries. It is notable here that Myanmar, though a 

Buddhist majority nation, does not have a state religion and Myanmar does not 

feature in CAA bill.21 

 

INTERNET BAN 

 

One more thing that arose during the CAA protest is the issue of the Internet 

Ban, Government of India banned the Internet in various region of India during 

the protest so that the protest may not spread and people are safe from any kind 

of rumors being spread among the people. Keeping all these in mind the 

government banned the Internet service in various Indian Cities such as; East 

Delhi, Lucknow, Varanasi, Gandhinagar and etc. this caused trouble to many 

people around, though this helped in controlling the riots which happened after 

this protest, but it caused a lot of trouble to common people who were not 

involved in any kind of riots. This caused huge lost to many telecom companies 

and people. As per records, Internet Shutdown during CAA protest led to 1.3. 

Billion Dollars lose to the telecom companies. 

 

This all circumstances led to the filing of the PIL in the Supreme Court, the 

Supreme Court has declared access to the internet is a fundamental rights. But 

as mentioned in the Indian Constitution a government cannot deprive any 

citizen of the fundamental rights except under certain conditions. Though the 

ruling of the Supreme Court came in the context of the Internet Ban in the 

Jammu and Kashmir after the removable of Article 370 in the Union Territory. 

Constitution of India makes provision of freedom of speech and expression as 

a fundamental right. It has been listed in the Article 19(1) (a) of the constitution. 

In this PIL the Supreme Court expanded the scope of right of freedom of 

speech and expression. The expansion was made keeping in the mind the new 

technology. Internet has been primary source of information for the people 

around. The ruling of the Supreme Court has the strong support of United 

Nation which has already told that internet as fundamental right for all the 

																																																								
21 www.newindianexpress.com 
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countries. Before this the State of Kerala has already made the access of the 

Internet as a basic human right.22   

 

Technically the state cannot declare any services or things as a fundamental right 

as it requires the interpretation of any High Court or the Supreme Court of 

India or by the amendment made by the Parliament of India. In this case of 

declaring Internet Services would be declared as the fundamental rights because 

it has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of India also in the High Court of 

Guwahati.  

 

India stands at No. 1 in doing the Internet ban in their country after this 

judgement of the Supreme Court we can hope that this would improve because 

in this modern world we all can’t survive without Internet connection Net has 

become the essential part of the life. In this Lockdown were all the offices are 

closed and work are at rest, this net is serving as a main medium for work. So, 

Internet Services are essential part of the lifestyle and declaring it as 

Fundamental Right will the surely help the people and improve the condition.  

 

VIOLENCE AND PROTEST 

	
The other main thing which rose during protest is the violent protest and the 

law disorder in many part of the countries these protests caused huge loss to 

the life and the property of the people. The Uttar Pradesh Yogi Government 

announced that it will take many of the harm caused from the people who 

participated in the riots. This decision gave huge impact on the public and no 

further riots happened in the State of Uttar Pradesh, but the other parts of the 

country was burning due these riots.  

 

The people who were against the bill supported the riots happening telling that 

this was their fundamental right. Though the Right to Protest is also an human 

right, Indian Constitution provided the benefits of PEACEFUL PROTEST 

Indian Constitution speaks about the peaceful protest no protest which is 

																																																								
22 Indiatoday.in 
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violent would be tolerate by the Indian Law and same happened in these 

protests too. Majority of these protests were violent which harmed the 

government property mainly in Delhi that too East Delhi. These types of protest 

which are violent are unconstitutional and one can’t defend them by telling that 

their protest was constitutional and it is their Fundamental Right whereas the 

Indian Constitution speaks about only Peaceful Protests. Though the protests 

were illegal and unconstitutional.23  

 

CONCLUSION 

	
 The parliament has unbroken powers to form laws for the country once it 

involves Citizenship. However the opposition and different political parties say 

this Act by the govt. violates a number of the fundamental options of the 

constitution like philosophy and equality. It’s going to reach the doors of the 

Supreme Court wherever the Supreme Court are going to be the ultimate 

interpreter. If it violates the constitutional options and goes ultra-wires it'll be 

affected down, if it's not we'll still have the law. But one issue that's most 

significant is, Associate in nursing equilibrium should be earned by New Delhi 

as this involves neighboring countries too. Any exaggerated decide to host the 

migrants shouldn't be at the price of goodwill earned over the years. Asian 

nation being a land of myriad customs and traditions, a birthplace of religions 

and therefore the acceptor of faiths and defender of persecuted within the past 

must always. 

 

  

																																																								
23 En.m.wikipedia.org. 
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